Fossiilized strom
matolite field
d investigatiions.

We arrived
a
back in time to on
ne of the earrliest sites onn our planet tto documentt life! The
bulbo
ous mounds you are inveestigating aree STROMAT
TOLITES, noot fossil cabbbages. Makee
carefu
ful observatio
ons and meaasurements, and
a use yourr field notebbooks to docuument them..
A. Experrience the fieeld site. Spen
nd some time observing the fossil strromatolites.
Make sure you reaad the descriiptions from
m all available signage at the site
beforee you begin. Be sure to record
r
the im
mportant infoormation froom the field
signs.
B. Sketch
h a stromato
olite. Use you
ur tape meassure to recorrd its dimenssions, in
centim
meters. Careffully describ
be the stromaatolite, incluuding the num
mber of
layerss you can dettect, the averrage “thicknness” of layers, and the sshape of youur
specim
men.
C. Sketch
h another strromatolite. Find
F
a seconnd, but noticeeably differeent, examplee
of a sttromatolite. Sketch it, an
nd also recorrd its dimenssions, in cenntimeters.
Carefu
fully describee this stromaatolite.
D. Location, location
n, location! Are
A these strromatolites eequally spacced,
pattern
ned, or rand
domly distrib
buted? You aand a partnerr should meaasure off a 3
x 3 m area. (Try to
o avoid otheer student grooups if possiible.) Sketchh the
bution of you
ur stromatoliites, recordinng accurate distances beetween the
distrib
indiviidual specim
mens.
E. Interp
pret your datta! Summariize your fieldd data in a laaboratory repport,
reprod
ducing your sketches. In
nclude the fo llowing infoormation:
t
of living
g organism pproduced thee stromatolittes?
1. What type
Carefu
ully describe these organnisms.
2. Are strromatolites uniform
u
struuctures (in sizze, as well aas shape)?

3. Is stromatolite distribution regular or random?
4. What was the paleoenvironment like when these organisms were
alive?
5. Hypothesize what changes the Earth experienced from the time the
organisms lived (question 4) to the time you visited the site.

Lab report: Stromatolite field investigations rubric.
Student name:______________________________________________
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3
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Journal

Clear, accurate
notes were taken
with care.

Some clear,
Only a few notes
Notes rare or of
accurate notes were were taken, and
little use.
taken.
accuracy of notes is
questionable.

Drawings

Clear, accurate
sketches are
included and easy
to understand.
Drawings are
labeled neatly and
accurately.

Drawings are
included and are
labeled neatly and
accurately.

Drawings are
included and are
labeled.

Data

Professionallooking and
accurate
representation of
the data in tables
and/or graphs.

Accurate
representation of
the data in tables
and/or graphs.
Graphs and tables
are labeled and
titled.

Accurate
Data are not
representation of
shown OR are
the data in written inaccurate.
form, but no graphs
or tables are
presented.

Analysis

Stromatolite shapes,
distribution, and
paleoenviornment
are accurately
discussed.

Stromatolite shapes
and distribution are
accurately
discussed;
paleoenvironment is
lacking in detail.

Stromatolite shapes
and distribution are
somewhat
discussed;
paleoenvironment
lacking in detail.

Shapes,
distribution, and
paleoenvironments
are not accurately
discussed.

Conclusion

Plausible discussion
of Earth changes
from stromatolites
to present day is
presented.

Discussion of Earth
changes from
stromatolites to
present day is
presented.

Some discussion of
Earth changes is
presented, but
lacking in details.

Discussion shows
little effort at
reconstructing
Earth changes.

Score _____/20

Drawings are
missing OR
lacking important
labels.

